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Food Dyes and Pigments
Part 1: Exploring Chromatography
Materials:

What does chromatography mean?

Experiment:

Printable paint Test Sheets
Mortar and pestle/something 
to crush materials with
Cardstock paper
Cotton swabs/paint brushes
Water
Small cups/Dixie cups

Chili powder
Paprika
Turmeric
Sage
Parsley
Coffee grounds

Dried blueberries
Dried strawberries
Dried raspberries
Leaves from outside
Dirt
Cinnamon

1. Draw a dime-sized dot of black washable marker the coffee filter and place it on a plate.
2. Dunk each piece of candy in a cup of water for about 5 seconds, then place the candies on their own sections of the 
coffee filter.
3. Put a few drops of water on the marker spot.
4. Let everything sit for about 10 minutes. The ink from the marker spot should run and you will be able to see blue and 
pink. The separation of these colors from a mark that was black shows chromatography. The dyes from the hard candies 
should also run and make some pretty colors!

Black washable marker
Piece(s) of colored hard candy like Skittles, Mike and Ikes, or a jaw buster

A way of separating out a mixture of chemicals by letting them creep slowly past another substance. Just like how if you 
have a feather and a die in front of you and you blow on them, the feather will blow away while the die will hardly 
move, some chemicals are easily moved when water is added while other chemicals don’t move much.

Part 2: Making Paint
Materials:

Procedure:
1. Prepare the materials by grinding up large materials (like the dried fruit and leaves)
2. Add a bit of each material to its own cup. Add a tiny bit of water to each cup and mix them all up using cotton swabbs 
or paint brushes, trying to make a paint-like consistancy of each material.
3. Fill out the printable testing sheet!

Conversation Questions for Understanding:
1. What would be a good paint?  Why?
2. What would be a bad paint?  Why?
3. Are there paints that would be good for some things but not others?
4. Which would be good for everyday painting? 
5. What are advantages and disadvantages of each?  
6. Is there anything surprising?  
7. Do any change color when dry?

Blues are necessary materials, Greens are materials you need a selection of (or can choose similar materials)

Part 3: Making a Masterpiece
Procedure:

Using the “paints” you made in Part 2, paint a masterpiece! 



Printable Paint-Testing Sheet
Material Test Observations Good to Use?

Paprika
red/orange

Sweet/Spicy

A little gritty


